


 

 

 

 

   

 
   

  
 

   
  

  
  

    
 

 
  

  
   

 
 

  
  

 
     

  
     

  
 

and vanities and components thereof (WCV) from the People’s Republic of China3 into the 
customs territory of the United States by means of evasion.  Substantial evidence demonstrates 
that Splendid Trading and Superior imported WCV from China that was transshipped through 
Malaysia.  Specifically, the record of this investigation shows that Splendid Trading’s and 
Superior’s Malaysian supplier obtained a large number of kitchen cabinets, accessories, and 
components from Chinese suppliers during the period of investigation (POI) and incorporated the 
Chinese-origin products into WCVs that the Malaysian supplier shipped to the U.S. importers.  
Information, such as commercial invoices from Chinese suppliers for kitchen cabinets, 
accessories, and components, certain production records as well as the lack of certain production 
records, import data, and information regarding affiliations supports a conclusion that the WCVs 
shipped by the Malaysian supplier to Splendid Trading and Superior were covered merchandise.  
However, the U.S. importers did not declare that the merchandise was subject to the AD/CVD 
orders on WCV from China and, as a result, no cash deposits were collected on the merchandise 
at the time of entry.   

Background 

Allegation and Initiation 

On January 27, 2021, MasterBrand Cabinets, Inc. (MasterBrand), a domestic producer of WCV, 
submitted allegations to CBP that Splendid Trading4 and Superior5 were evading the AD/CVD 
orders on WCV from China. MasterBrand alleged that Splendid Trading and Superior imported 
Chinese-origin WCV into the United States from Grand Supremacy Sdn. Bhd. (Grand 
Supremacy) that were transshipped through Malaysia, resulting in the evasion of AD and CVD 
duties. On March 31, 2021, the Trade Remedy Law Enforcement Directorate (TRLED), within 
CBP’s Office of Trade, acknowledged receipt of the properly filed allegations against Splendid 
Trading and Superior.6 

3 See Wooden Cabinets and Vanities and Components Thereof from the People’s Republic of China: Antidumping 
Duty Order, 85 Fed. Reg. 22,126 (Dep’t Commerce Apr. 21, 2020) (AD Order) and Wooden Cabinets and Vanities 
and Components Thereof from the People's Republic of China: Countervailing Duty Order, 85 Fed. Reg. 22,134 
(Dep’t Commerce Apr. 21, 2020) (CVD Order), respectively. 
4 See Letter from MasterBrand regarding Splendid Trading, “Wooden Cabinets and Vanities and Components 
Thereof from the People’s Republic of China: Request for an Investigation under the Enforce and Protect Act” (Jan. 
27, 2021) (business confidential version) and Letter from MasterBrand, “Wooden Cabinets and Vanities and 
Components Thereof from the People’s Republic of China: Supplement to Request for an Investigation under the 
Enforce and Protect Act,” (Mar. 30, 2021) (public version) (Splendid Trading Allegation); see also Letter from 
MasterBrand regarding Splendid Trading, “Wooden Cabinets and Vanities and Components Thereof from the 
People’s Republic of China: Second Supplement to Request for an Investigation under the Enforce and Protect Act” 
(Apr. 6, 2021) (Supplement to Splendid Trading Allegation). 
5 See Letter from MasterBrand regarding Superior, “Wooden Cabinets and Vanities and Components Thereof from 
the People’s Republic of China: Request for an Investigation under the Enforce and Protect Act” (Jan. 27, 2021) 
(business confidential version) and Letter from MasterBrand, “Wooden Cabinets and Vanities and Components 
Thereof from the People’s Republic of China: Supplement to Request for an Investigation under the Enforce and 
Protect Act,” (Mar. 30, 2021 (public version) (Superior Allegation); see also Letters from MasterBrand regarding 
Superior, “Wooden Cabinets and Vanities and Components Thereof from the People’s Republic of China: Second 
Supplement to Request for an Investigation under the Enforce and Protect Act” (Apr. 6, 2021) (April 6 Supplement 
to Superior Allegation) and “Wooden Cabinets and Vanities and Components Thereof from the People’s Republic of 
China: Third Supplement to Request for an Investigation under the Enforce and Protect Act” (Apr. 16, 2021).  
6 See CBP Emails, “EAPA 7607 – Receipt of Allegation concerning Splendid Trading Co.” (Mar. 31, 2021) and 
“EAPA 7608 – Receipt of Allegation concerning Superior Granite And Marble By Vivaldi LLC” (Mar. 31, 2021). 
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On April 21, 2021, TRLED initiated investigations with respect to Splendid Trading and Superior, 
pursuant to Title IV, Section 421 of the Trade Facilitation and Trade Enforcement Act of 2015, 
commonly referred to as the “Enforce and Protect Act” or “EAPA.”7  TRLED found the following 
information provided in the allegations reasonably suggested that Splendid Trading and Superior 
were evading AD/CVD orders A-570-106 and C-570-107.  First, since Commerce’s affirmative 
preliminary determination in the CVD investigation on WCV from China in August 2019, U.S. 
imports of WCV from China under the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS) 
numbers included in the scope declined substantially, and U.S. imports from Malaysia of 
merchandise classified under the same HTS numbers rose significantly.8  Around the same time, 
Malaysian imports of WCV from China under HS code 9403.40 surged.9 

Second, data from [ ] showed that Grand 
Supremacy began shipping WCV to the United States in significant quantities in December 

name of source 

2019, shortly after provisional measures were imposed in the AD and CVD investigations on 
WCV from China.10 

Third, evidence obtained from a research and investigations firm indicated that Grand Supremacy 
was transshipping Chinese-origin WCV to the United States.11  The sworn declaration provided in 
the allegations recounted the following:  

 Since its incorporation in Malaysia in August 2019,12 Grand Supremacy shipped significant 
volumes of kitchen cabinets to U.S. customers that previously imported such merchandise 

[Name of 
sourcefrom a Chinese company, Supree Fujian Wood.13 ] data showed that Supree Fujian 

Wood shipped large volumes of kitchen cabinets to the United States from 2016 through July 
2019, when such shipments ceased.14 

 Grand Supremacy and Supree Fujian Wood appear to be affiliated. Grand Supremacy’s 
directors are Eng Kong Kian, Su Xiayue, and Zhu Decheng;15 at Supree Cabinet (also known 
as Supree (Fujian) Wood Co., Ltd.), Su Xiayang is the executive director, general manager, 

7 See CBP Memoranda, “Initiation of Investigation for EAPA Case Number 7607 – Splendid Trading Co.” (Apr. 21, 
2021) and “Initiation of Investigation for EAPA Case Number 7608 – Superior Granite and Marble by Vivaldi LLC” 
(Apr. 21, 2021) (Initiation Memoranda). 
8 Id. at 2 (citing Splendid Trading Allegation at 7-8 and Exhibits 7 and 8, and Superior Allegation at 6-8 and 
Exhibits 4 and 5).  The HTS numbers referenced in the scope of the AD/CVD orders are 9403.40.9060, 
9403.60.8081 and 9403.90.7080. 
9 Id. (citing Splendid Trading Allegation at 8-9 and Exhibit 9, and Superior Allegation at 8-9 and Exhibit 9). 
10 Id. (citing Splendid Trading Allegation at 9 and Exhibit 3, and Superior Allegation at 9 and Exhibit 3).  
11 Id. 2-3 (citing Splendid Trading Allegation at 9-10 and Exhibit 10, and Superior Allegation at 9 and Exhibit 7). 
12 Id. at 3 (citing Splendid Trading Allegation at 9-10 and Exhibit 10; Superior Allegation at 9 and Exhibit 7; 
Supplement to Splendid Trading Allegation at Exhibit 1, Attachment A; and April 6 Supplement to Superior 
Allegation at Exhibit 1, Attachment A). 
13 Id. (citing Splendid Trading Allegation at 10 and Exhibit 10, and Superior Allegation at 9-10 and Exhibit 7. 
MasterBrand stated that Supree (Fujian) Wood Co., Ltd, which was assigned a separate rate in the AD order on 
WCV from China, appears to be the same company as Supree Fujian Wood. 
14 Id. (citing Splendid Trading Allegation at 10 and Exhibit 12, and Superior Allegation at 10 and Exhibit 9).  
15 Id. (citing Splendid Trading Allegation at 11 and Exhibit 10; Superior Allegation at 11 and Exhibit 7; Supplement 
to Splendid Trading Allegation at Exhibit 1, Attachment A; and April 6 Supplement to Superior Allegation at 
Exhibit 1, Attachment A).   
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2021, CBP issued its notice of initiation of investigation and interim measures (NOI).23 TRLED 
based its determination on information in the allegations, as described above, and Splendid 
Trading’s and Superior’s responses to CBP Form 28 (CF-28) requests for information, as 
described below. 

From Splendid Trading’s CF-28 responses, CBP found the lack of product descriptions on 
Splendid Trading’s purchase orders, combined with the lack of a link between Splendid 
Trading’s purchase order numbers and the purchase order numbers on documents generated by 
Grand Supremacy, left a gap between what Splendid Trading ordered and Grand Supremacy’s 
production records. CBP also noted that some of the production records did not have Grand 
Supremacy’s name on them and/or were undated; the production records were almost entirely in 
Chinese and English; and the term “Handover” was used on one type of form (i.e., the 
“Handover Summary List of Production).”24  This suggested that at least some of the production 
records may have been generated by a Chinese producer.25 

The production documents provided in Superior’s CF-28 response mirrored the format of those 
in Splendid Trading’s CF-28 responses; thus, CBP found that the same issues noted above 
regarding the production records in Splendid Trading’s CF-28 responses existed with the 

The CF-28 response for entry [production records provided by Superior.26 number ]2459 did 
not include any production documents; Vivaldi Interiors LLC’s27 purchase order to Grand 
Supremacy described the merchandise as “KITCHEN CABINET / ASP Approved Drawings” 
and listed a quantity of [number] cartons but contained no other description of the merchandise.  
Based on this lack of details, CBP noted that it was unclear how Grand Supremacy would know 
what products Vivaldi Interiors LLC was ordering without additional documentation.28  CBP 
also noted that the sales documentation for both entries described the imported merchandise as 
“kitchen cabinets” entered under HTS 9403.40.9080,29 which is not an HTS number listed in the 
scope of the orders.30 

23 See CBP Memorandum, “Notice of Initiation of Investigation and Interim Measures – EAPA Cons. Case 7607” 
(Jul. 27, 2021) (NOI).
24 Id. at 6-7; see also Letters from Splendid, “Splendid Trading, Co. and NGY Group Responses to Request for 
Information Dated May 6, 2021” (Dec. 13, 2021) and “Splendid Trading, Co. and NGY Group Responses to 
Request for Information Dated May 6, 2021 (Email 4 of 4)” (Dec. 17, 2021) (collectively, Splendid Trading CF-28 
Responses) at RFI-SP #30.18-30.22, #30.136-30.140, #30.563-30.722, #31.21-31.26, and #31.80-31.173.  CBP 
treated the name of this form as business confidential information in the NOI but is not doing so here because 
Splendid Trading did not treat it as such in the Splendid Trading CF-28 Responses. 
25 Id. at 7. 
26 Id.; see also Letter from Superior, “Vivaldi Bracketing of CF-28 Response for Entry ending 8900” (Dec. 7, 2021) 
(Superior CF-28 response) at RFI Exhibit 4.
27 As noted in footnote 2, Superior Granite and Marble by Vivaldi LLC also does business as Vivaldi Interiors LLC 
and Vivaldi Commercial LLC.  
28 See NOI at 7; see also Letter from Superior, “Vivaldi Bracketing of CF-28 Response for Entry ending 2459” 
(Dec. 7, 2021) (Vivaldi CF-28 Response) at Attachment 1, page 4.  CBP treated the notation “ASP Approved 
Drawings” as business confidential information in the NOI but is not doing so here because Superior did not treat it 
as such in the Vivaldi CF-28 Response. 
29 Id. at 6; see also Superior CF-28 Response at RFI Exhibit 43 and Vivaldi CF-28 Response at Attachment 1, page 
1. CBP treated the HTS number as business confidential information in the NOI but is not doing so here because 
Superior did not treat it as such in the Vivaldi CF-28 Response.
30 As noted previously, the HTS numbers referenced in the scope of the AD/CVD orders are 9403.40.9060, 
9403.60.8081 and 9403.90.7080. Although HTS subheadings are provided in the scope of AD/CVD orders for 
convenience and customs purposes, the written description of the scope is dispositive.  Superior’s use of an HTS 
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implemented any cost accounting system,92 yet stated that manual cost calculation worksheets or 
documents used for costing purposes of the covered merchandise were “Not applicable.”93 

In addition, Grand Supremacy reported that “{m}aterials are charged based on actual usage, 
drawn from the store.”94  In the SRFI, CBP asked Grand Supremacy if it records raw material 
purchases within a balance sheet account or a cost of goods sold account, and if so, to identify 
the account and provide transaction level detail; CBP also asked Grand Supremacy what general 
ledger account is used to move raw material into cost of goods sold for production if it initially 
records raw material in a balance sheet inventory account, and to provide transaction level detail.  
Grand Supremacy responded “{n}ot applicable” to each of these questions.95 

In addition, Grand Supremacy stated that “{a}ctual or standard costs and quantities are not 
recorded by the factory.  Such information is not reflected in the company’s overall accounting 
system.”96  This conflicts with Grand Supremacy’s statement that it uses a combination of actual 
material usage costs and estimated labor and overhead costs to value work in progress and 
finished goods but that its accounting system captures actual costs incurred.97  Further, Grand 
Supremacy stated that it “does not have the production records (both standard and actual) 
maintained by the company in the normal course of its business by the production department” 
and it “does not maintain material consumption worksheets, cost center codes, etc.”98  Regarding 
the three most significant direct material inputs, Grand Supremacy reported that it “does not have 
the monthly inventory movement schedules that show the quantity and value of the beginning 
inventory, purchases, consumption, other adjustments, and ending inventory for the POI.”99 

For raw materials used in production, Grand Supremacy provided purchase orders, invoices, 
packing lists, consumption worksheets, bills of lading and import customs documents for 
materials, and payment documentation for materials and freight.100  Grand Supremacy reported 
that one of the significant inputs used to manufacture the covered merchandise, “Solidwood,” 
included “Door,” “Semi-finished Frame,” and “Drawer.101  During the POI, Grand Supremacy 
sourced solid wood from several suppliers, including Supree Fujian Wood Co., Ltd. and Supree 
Fujian Construction Materials Co., Ltd., from which it purchased 1,568,727 and 13,636 pieces of 
“kitchen cabinets, accessories & components,” respectively.102  Grand Supremacy also obtained 
solid wood from Chinese suppliers Cao County Hengyu Woods Co., Ltd. (specifically, “poplar 
wood board”) and Changzhou Caibo International Co., Ltd. (specifically, “wooden panel”).103 

92 See Grand Supremacy RFI Response at Part 2, page 3. 
93 See Grand Supremacy SRFI Response at Parts 1-4, page 2. 
94 See Grand Supremacy RFI Response at Part 2, page 4. 
95 See Grand Supremacy SRFI Response at Parts 1-4, page 3. 
96 Id. at Parts 1-4, page 10. 
97 See Grand Supremacy RFI Response at Part 2, page 4. 
98 See Grand Supremacy SRFI Response at Parts 1-4, page 10. 
99 Id. at Parts 1-4, page 11. 
100 See generally Grand Supremacy SRFI Response at Parts 1-4 and Part 5.  Grand Supremacy also provided 
“production records” and “bills of material” that appeared to contain records that were identical to those in the 
consumption worksheets.   
101 Id. at Parts 1-4, Exhibit RFI-GS #37.1-37.2. 
102 Id. at Parts 1-4, Exhibit RFI-GS #37.3-37.5 and Part 5, Exhibit RFI-GS #43.2683-43.2684.  Both of those 
suppliers are located in Quanzhou, Fujian, China. 
103 Id. at Part 5, Exhibit RFI-GS #43.2683-43.2684. 
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cabinets and vanities are included in the scope: “(1) wooden cabinet and vanity frames (2) 
wooden cabinet and vanity boxes (which typically include a top, bottom, sides, back, base 
blockers, ends/end panels, stretcher rails, toe kicks, and/or shelves), (3) wooden cabinet or vanity 
doors, (4) wooden cabinet or vanity drawers and drawer components (which typically include 
sides, backs, bottoms, and faces), (5) back panels and end panels, (6) and desks, shelves, and 
tables that are attached to or incorporated in the subject merchandise.”  The scope of the 
AD/CVD orders also “includes wooden cabinets and vanities and in-scope components that have 
been further processed in a third country, including but not limited to one or more of the 
following: trimming, cutting, notching, punching, drilling, painting, staining, finishing, 
assembly, or any other processing that would not otherwise remove the merchandise from the 
scope of the order if performed in the country of manufacture of the in-scope product.”132 

Substantial evidence on the record of this investigation supports a determination that Splendid 
Trading and Superior entered covered merchandise into the United States that was transshipped 
by Grand Supremacy through Malaysia from China.  Subsequent to issuance of the NOI, CBP 
obtained additional evidence which demonstrated that Grand Supremacy imports WCV from 
China with the intended use for U.S. customers.  First and foremost, as discussed in the 
“Background” section above, Grand Supremacy reported in its RFI responses that it sourced a 
large number of kitchen cabinets, accessories, and components from Chinese suppliers during the 
POI, in particular from Supree.  The commercial invoices from Supree for the raw material 
“Solid Wood” show that Grand Supremacy purchased products such as cabinet doors, door 
panels, drawers, drawer faces, drawer panels, drawer boxes, frames, wooden panels, and 
additional components during the POI.133  (Other documentation, such as bills of lading for the 
shipments from Supree in China to Grand Supremacy, also describe the merchandise as kitchen 
cabinet accessories.) Such components are included in the scope of the AD/CVD orders on 
WCV from China and, therefore, consist of covered merchandise.  While some of the 
components may undergo further processing at Grand Supremacy, the scope of the AD/CVD 
orders explicitly covers components originating in China, even if they are further processed in a 
third country. Grand Supremacy reported that it only sold covered merchandise to the United 
States. Thus, all of the components Grand Supremacy sourced from Supree in China were 
subsequently sold to U.S. customers. 

Supree’s invoices to Grand Supremacy contained alphanumeric codes (e.g., WS-335B) that 
corresponded with purchase order/contract numbers between Grand Supremacy and Splendid 
Trading. Thus, there is a clear link between the kitchen cabinets, accessories, and components 
that Grand Supremacy obtained from Supree, Splendid Trading’s purchase contracts to Grand 
Supremacy, and the products ultimately shipped by Grand Supremacy to Splendid Trading.  
Although none of the alphanumeric codes (e.g., WS-335B) on the Supree invoices corresponded 
with purchase order numbers from Superior, Grand Supremacy sold merchandise with the same 
or similar product codes to both Splendid Trading and Superior.  For example, the consumption 
worksheets for 20-WY-091-01-WS and BE-206B, which relate to purchase orders/contracts from 
Superior and Splendid Trading, respectively, both reference product codes such as B18, B21, 
B27, B33, 3021, W3024.134  Thus, the kitchen cabinets, accessories, and components that Grand 

132 See AD Order, 85 Fed. Reg. at 22,132-33 and CVD Order, 85 Fed. Reg. at 22,135. 
133 Grand Supremacy also purchased hardware and packing materials from Supree. 
134 See Grand Supremacy RFI at Part 5, Exhibit RFI-GS #17.0-17.179 and Grand Supremacy SRFI Response at 
Parts 1-4, Exhibit RFI-GS #36.262-36.280 and #36.999-36.1031. 
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unbiased information about Grand Supremacy’s production capabilities.  Further, the inspection 
was conducted on November 4, 2019, when Grand Supremacy was nearing the end of its test 
production; thus, it is unclear how the reporter was able to estimate the factory’s production 
capacity at that time. In addition, while the reporter stated that he or she observed the solid wood 
materials were mainly Russian birch and North American basswood Pacific maple purchased 
directly from the original region, the record contains invoices for solid wood products sourced 
from Supree in China. Finally, the photographs in the report were small and blurry, and many of 
the other photographs on the record were blurry, did not identify the machines, did not explain 
what the machines were doing, and/or did not include the date on which they were taken.   

Similarly, the information that Superior provided regarding safeguards taken prior to importing 
WCVs from Grand Supremacy was lacking. Superior did not provide information regarding 
Grand Supremacy’s production capacity, and many of the photographs it provided as part of the 
supplier profile were of poor quality, did not explain what the machines were doing, and/or 
contained no indication of the date on which they were taken.  When asked for additional 
information, Superior stated that Grand Supremacy was submitting a site report detailing its 
production process and asked CBP to “refer to Grand Supremacy’s explanation of its production 
process and the details provided in the Site Report as Grand Supremacy has first-hand 
knowledge of its own production process.” The fact that Superior confirmed production run 
quantities “by comparing the supplier provided production records with our internal shop 
drawings bill of materials and parts quantities” indicates that Superior checked that it received all 
merchandise ordered from Grand Supremacy but does not establish that Superior confirmed 
Grand Supremacy’s production capacity.     

In short, the substantial evidence on the record of this investigation, as outlined above, 
demonstrates that Grand Supremacy sourced a large number of kitchen cabinets, accessories, and 
components from Chinese suppliers during the POI, in particular from Supree, a China-based 
company, and that Splendid Trading and Superior imported WCVs from Grand Supremacy that 
incorporated such Chinese-origin products.  Even if the Chinese-origin products underwent 
further processing at Grand Supremacy, the scope of the AD/CVD orders on WCV from China 
explicitly covers such further processed merchandise.  Splendid Trading and Superior should 
have classified the WCV imported from Grand Supremacy as subject to AD order A-570-106 and 
CVD order C-570-107 when the merchandise was entered into the United States; their failure to 
do so resulted in the avoidance of applicable AD/CVD deposits or other security. 

Other Issues Raised in Written Arguments 

Splendid Trading claims that, based on a recent decision by the U.S. Court of International Trade 
(CIT), a finding of evasion requires both substantial evidence and an explanation of how the 
importer entered merchandise by means of “false material statements or omissions.”140  The 
EAPA regulations define “evasion” as “the entry of covered merchandise into the customs 
territory of the United States for consumption by means of any document or electronically 
transmitted data or information, written or oral statement, or act that is material and false, or any 
omission that is material, and that results in any cash deposit or other security or any amount of 
applicable antidumping or countervailing duties being reduced or not being applied with respect 

140 See Splendid Trading Written Arguments at 3-4 (citing Diamond Tools Technology v. United States, Slip Op. 21-
151 at 10 and 60-62 (CIT 2021)). 
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to the merchandise.”141  As detailed in the “Analysis” sub-section above, there is substantial 
evidence on the record of this investigation that covered merchandise was entered into the 
customs territory of the United States through evasion.  Specifically, there is substantial evidence 
that Splendid Trading and Superior imported WCVs from Grand Supremacy containing kitchen 
cabinets, accessories, and components that originated from China.  However, when Splendid 
Trading and Superior entered the WCVs from Grand Supremacy into the United States, both 
importers declared their entries as type 01, rather than type 03, on CBP Form 7501.142  Thus, 
CBP finds that both Splendid Trading and Superior made material false statements by failing to 
declare the WCVs as type 03, with country of origin China, on CBP Form 7501, resulting in the 
avoidance of applicable AD/CVD deposits or other security.    

Splendid Trading argues that, unlike in Royal Brush v. United States, in which the CBP 
Attaché’s site visit report described limited manufacturing at the factory in the Philippines, 
Splendid Trading’s on-site report “shows a detailed description of the equipment at Grand 
Supremacy’s facility and manufacturing operations were ongoing.”143  Splendid Trading is 
referring to the “Initial Factory Investigation Report,” submitted in its supplemental RFI 
response, which was written by an individual named [ ] based on an inspection of 
Grand Supremacy on November 4, 2019. Splendid Trading asserts that it sent a “Malaysian 
businessman” to inspect the factory and provide an eyewitness report;144 however, as explained 
in the “Analysis” sub-section above, Splendid Trading did not provide any information about the 
report writer’s credentials or business affiliation, making it impossible for CBP to determine 
whether the reporter had any knowledge of WCV production or industry or would have provided 
unbiased information about Grand Supremacy’s production capabilities.  In addition, the reporter 
conducted the visit on November 4, 2019, when Grand Supremacy was nearing the end of its test 
production; thus, it is not clear how the reporter was able to estimate the factory’s production 
capacity at that time. Finally, the photographs included in the report were small and blurry.  
While the on-site report provided by Splendid Trading listed equipment at the factory and the 
reporter observed that solid wood materials were mainly Russian birch and North American 
basswood Pacific maple purchased directly from the original region, there is evidence on the 
record that Grand Supremacy sourced solid wood products from Supree in China.  

Referring to the visit to Grand Supremacy’s factory that was recounted in the sworn declaration 
in the allegations, Splendid Trading and Superior assert that CBP’s failure to disclose business 
confidential details of the visit (e.g., date of the visit and identity of the person conducting the 
visit) severely impacted Grand Supremacy’s, Splendid Trading’s, and Superior’s abilities to 
rebut specific claims regarding the visit.145  In making this assertion, Splendid Trading cites to 
language from the Royal Brush litigation related to the lack of public summaries in the CBP 
Attaché’s site visit report and CBP’s verification report.146  CBP finds that Splendid Trading’s 

141 See 19 C.F.R. § 165.1. 
142 See Splendid Trading CF-28 Responses at RFI-SP #30.8 and RFI-SP #31.10; Splendid Trading RFI Response at 
Appendix, Appendix 1-SP#004, #0068, #00108, #00166, and #00226; Superior CF-28 Response at RFI Exhibit 43; 
Vivaldi CF-28 Response at Attachment 1, page 18; and Superior RFI Response at Exhibits RFI-VC #7.1a, #7.2a, 
and #7.3a. 
143 See Splendid Trading Written Arguments at 2 (citing Royal Brush Manufacturing, Inc. v. United States, Slip Op. 
21-152 at 4, footnote 7 (CIT 2021)).
144 Id. at 14. 
145 See Splendid Trading Written Arguments at 5-6 and 10 and Superior Written Arguments at 3-4. 
146 Id. (citing Royal Brush Manufacturing, Inc. v. United States, 483 F.Supp.3rd 1294 at 1306-1307 (CIT 2020)). 
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Actions Taken Pursuant to the Affirmative Determination of Evasion 

In light of CBP’s determination that Splendid Trading entered covered merchandise into the 
customs territory of the United States through evasion, and pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § 1517(d) and 
19 C.F.R. § 165.28, CBP will suspend or continue to suspend the entries subject to this 
investigation until instructed to liquidate these entries.  For those entries previously extended in 
accordance with the interim measures, CBP will rate adjust and change those entries to type 03 
and continue suspension until instructed to liquidate these entries.  CBP will also evaluate 
Splendid Trading’s and Superior’s continuous bonds in accordance with CBP’s policies and may 
require single transaction bonds as appropriate.  None of the above actions precludes CBP or 
other agencies from pursuing additional enforcement actions or penalties.161 

Sincerely, 

Brian M. Hoxie 
Director, Enforcement Operations Division  
Trade Remedy Law Enforcement Directorate  
CBP Office of Trade 

161 MasterBrand argues that CBP should investigate the non-payment of Section 301 duties by Splendid Trading and 
Superior. See MasterBrand Written Arguments at 30-32. The EAPA statute authorizes CBP to investigate 
allegations of evasion of antidumping and countervailing duties. As such, whether Section 301 duties should be 
collected on Splendid Trading and Superior entries is outside the scope of this investigation.  MasterBrand also 
argues that, as Superior entered “kitchen cabinets” under an HTS number that is not listed in the scope of the 
AD/CVD orders, CBP should investigate whether Superior improperly classified its merchandise and also assess 
whether any action is appropriate for improper country of origin marking. Id. at 31-32.  CBP will take any 
necessary actions with respect to the classification and country of origin marking of Superior’s entries, under 
appropriate authorities.   
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	On January 27, 2021, MasterBrand Cabinets, Inc. (MasterBrand), a domestic producer of WCV, submitted allegations to CBP that Splendid Trading and Superior were evading the AD/CVD orders on WCV from China. MasterBrand alleged that Splendid Trading and Superior imported Chinese-origin WCV into the United States from Grand Supremacy Sdn. Bhd. (Grand Supremacy) that were transshipped through Malaysia, resulting in the evasion of AD and CVD duties. On March 31, 2021, the Trade Remedy Law Enforcement Directorate 
	4
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	See Wooden Cabinets and Vanities and Components Thereof from the People’s Republic of China: Antidumping Duty Order, 85 Fed. Reg. 22,126 (Dep’t Commerce Apr. 21, 2020) (AD Order) and Wooden Cabinets and Vanities and Components Thereof from the People's Republic of China: Countervailing Duty Order, 85 Fed. Reg. 22,134 (Dep’t Commerce Apr. 21, 2020) (CVD Order), respectively. See Letter from MasterBrand regarding Splendid Trading, “Wooden Cabinets and Vanities and Components Thereof from the People’s Republic
	3 
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	On April 21, 2021, TRLED initiated investigations with respect to Splendid Trading and Superior, pursuant to Title IV, Section 421 of the Trade Facilitation and Trade Enforcement Act of 2015, commonly referred to as the “Enforce and Protect Act” or “EAPA.” TRLED found the following information provided in the allegations reasonably suggested that Splendid Trading and Superior were evading AD/CVD orders A-570-106 and C-570-107.  First, since Commerce’s affirmative preliminary determination in the CVD investi
	7
	8
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	Second, data from [ ] showed that Grand Supremacy began shipping WCV to the United States in significant quantities in December name of source 
	2019, shortly after provisional measures were imposed in the AD and CVD investigations on WCV from 
	China.
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	Third, evidence obtained from a research and investigations firm indicated that Grand Supremacy was transshipping Chinese-origin WCV to the United  The sworn declaration provided in the allegations recounted the following:  
	States.
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	Since its incorporation in Malaysia in August 2019, Grand Supremacy shipped significant volumes of kitchen cabinets to U.S. customers that previously imported such merchandise from a Chinese company, Supree Fujian Wood.] data showed that Supree Fujian Wood shipped large volumes of kitchen cabinets to the United States from 2016 through July 2019, when such shipments 
	12
	[Name of source
	13 
	ceased.
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	Grand Supremacy and Supree Fujian Wood appear to be affiliated. Grand Supremacy’s directors are Eng Kong Kian, Su Xiayue, and Zhu Decheng; at Supree Cabinet (also known as Supree (Fujian) Wood Co., Ltd.), Su Xiayang is the executive director, general manager, 
	15



	See CBP Memoranda, “Initiation of Investigation for EAPA Case Number 7607 – Splendid Trading Co.” (Apr. 21, 2021) and “Initiation of Investigation for EAPA Case Number 7608 – Superior Granite and Marble by Vivaldi LLC” (Apr. 21, 2021) (Initiation Memoranda). Id. at 2 (citing Splendid Trading Allegation at 7-8 and Exhibits 7 and 8, and Superior Allegation at 6-8 and Exhibits 4 and 5).  The HTS numbers referenced in the scope of the AD/CVD orders are 9403.40.9060, 9403.60.8081 and 9403.90.7080. Id. (citing Sp
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	13 
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	3 
	range ofnumbers 
	2021, CBP issued its notice of initiation of investigation and interim measures (NOI).TRLED based its determination on information in the allegations, as described above, and Splendid Trading’s and Superior’s responses to CBP Form 28 (CF-28) requests for information, as described below. 
	23 

	From Splendid Trading’s CF-28 responses, CBP found the lack of product descriptions on Splendid Trading’s purchase orders, combined with the lack of a link between Splendid Trading’s purchase order numbers and the purchase order numbers on documents generated by Grand Supremacy, left a gap between what Splendid Trading ordered and Grand Supremacy’s production records. CBP also noted that some of the production records did not have Grand Supremacy’s name on them and/or were undated; the production records we
	24
	producer.
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	The production documents provided in Superior’s CF-28 response mirrored the format of those in Splendid Trading’s CF-28 responses; thus, CBP found that the same issues noted above regarding the production records in Splendid Trading’s CF-28 responses existed with the production records provided by number ]2459 did not include any production documents; Vivaldi Interiors LLC’s purchase order to Grand Supremacy described the merchandise as “KITCHEN CABINET / ASP Approved Drawings” number] cartons but contained
	The CF-28 response for entry [
	Superior.
	26
	27
	and listed a quantity of [
	what products Vivaldi Interiors LLC was ordering without additional documentation.
	28
	29
	orders.
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	See CBP Memorandum, “Notice of Initiation of Investigation and Interim Measures – EAPA Cons. Case 7607” (Jul. 27, 2021) (NOI).Id. at 6-7; see also Letters from Splendid, “Splendid Trading, Co. and NGY Group Responses to Request for Information Dated May 6, 2021” (Dec. 13, 2021) and “Splendid Trading, Co. and NGY Group Responses to Request for Information Dated May 6, 2021 (Email 4 of 4)” (Dec. 17, 2021) (collectively, Splendid Trading CF-28 CBP treated the name of this form as business confidential informat
	23 
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	Responses) at RFI-SP #30.18-30.22, #30.136-30.140, #30.563-30.722, #31.21-31.26, and #31.80-31.173.  
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	1. CBP treated the HTS number as business confidential information in the NOI but is not doing so here because Superior did not treat it as such in the Vivaldi CF-28 Response. As noted previously, the HTS numbers referenced in the scope of the AD/CVD orders are 9403.40.9060, 9403.60.8081 and 9403.90.7080. Although HTS subheadings are provided in the scope of AD/CVD orders for convenience and customs purposes, the written description of the scope is dispositive.  Superior’s use of an HTS 
	30
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	implemented any cost accounting system, yet stated that manual cost calculation worksheets or documents used for costing purposes of the covered merchandise were “Not applicable.”
	92
	93 

	In addition, Grand Supremacy reported that “{m}aterials are charged based on actual usage, drawn from the store.”  In the SRFI, CBP asked Grand Supremacy if it records raw material purchases within a balance sheet account or a cost of goods sold account, and if so, to identify the account and provide transaction level detail; CBP also asked Grand Supremacy what general ledger account is used to move raw material into cost of goods sold for production if it initially records raw material in a balance sheet i
	94
	questions.
	95 

	In addition, Grand Supremacy stated that “{a}ctual or standard costs and quantities are not recorded by the factory.  Such information is not reflected in the company’s overall accounting system.”  This conflicts with Grand Supremacy’s statement that it uses a combination of actual material usage costs and estimated labor and overhead costs to value work in progress and  Further, Grand Supremacy stated that it “does not have the production records (both standard and actual) maintained by the company in the 
	96
	finished goods but that its accounting system captures actual costs incurred.
	97
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	For raw materials used in production, Grand Supremacy provided purchase orders, invoices, packing lists, consumption worksheets, bills of lading and import customs documents for materials, and payment documentation for materials and freight. Grand Supremacy reported that one of the significant inputs used to manufacture the covered merchandise, “Solidwood,” included “Door,” “Semi-finished Frame,” and “Drawer. During the POI, Grand Supremacy sourced solid wood from several suppliers, including Supree Fujian 
	100
	101
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	See Grand Supremacy RFI Response at Part 2, page 3. See Grand Supremacy SRFI Response at Parts 1-4, page 2. See Grand Supremacy RFI Response at Part 2, page 4. See Grand Supremacy SRFI Response at Parts 1-4, page 3. Id. at Parts 1-4, page 10. See Grand Supremacy RFI Response at Part 2, page 4. See Grand Supremacy SRFI Response at Parts 1-4, page 10. Id. at Parts 1-4, page 11. See generally Grand Supremacy SRFI Response at Parts 1-4 and Part 5.  Grand Supremacy also provided “production records” and “bills o
	92 
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	100 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	cabinets and vanities are included in the scope: “(1) wooden cabinet and vanity frames (2) wooden cabinet and vanity boxes (which typically include a top, bottom, sides, back, base blockers, ends/end panels, stretcher rails, toe kicks, and/or shelves), (3) wooden cabinet or vanity doors, (4) wooden cabinet or vanity drawers and drawer components (which typically include sides, backs, bottoms, and faces), (5) back panels and end panels, (6) and desks, shelves, and tables that are attached to or incorporated 
	132 

	Substantial evidence on the record of this investigation supports a determination that Splendid Trading and Superior entered covered merchandise into the United States that was transshipped by Grand Supremacy through Malaysia from China. Subsequent to issuance of the NOI, CBP obtained additional evidence which demonstrated that Grand Supremacy imports WCV from China with the intended use for U.S. customers.  First and foremost, as discussed in the “Background” section above, Grand Supremacy reported in its 
	133

	Supree’s invoices to Grand Supremacy contained alphanumeric codes (e.g., WS-335B) that corresponded with purchase order/contract numbers between Grand Supremacy and Splendid Trading. Thus, there is a clear link between the kitchen cabinets, accessories, and components that Grand Supremacy obtained from Supree, Splendid Trading’s purchase contracts to Grand Supremacy, and the products ultimately shipped by Grand Supremacy to Splendid Trading.  Although none of the alphanumeric codes (e.g., WS-335B) on the Su
	134

	See AD Order, 85 Fed. Reg. at 22,132-33 and CVD Order, 85 Fed. Reg. at 22,135.  Grand Supremacy also purchased hardware and packing materials from Supree. See Grand Supremacy RFI at Part 5, Exhibit RFI-GS #17.0-17.179 and Grand Supremacy SRFI Response at Parts 1-4, Exhibit RFI-GS #36.262-36.280 and #36.999-36.1031. 
	132 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	unbiased information about Grand Supremacy’s production capabilities.  Further, the inspection was conducted on November 4, 2019, when Grand Supremacy was nearing the end of its test production; thus, it is unclear how the reporter was able to estimate the factory’s production capacity at that time. In addition, while the reporter stated that he or she observed the solid wood materials were mainly Russian birch and North American basswood Pacific maple purchased directly from the original region, the record
	Similarly, the information that Superior provided regarding safeguards taken prior to importing WCVs from Grand Supremacy was lacking. Superior did not provide information regarding Grand Supremacy’s production capacity, and many of the photographs it provided as part of the supplier profile were of poor quality, did not explain what the machines were doing, and/or contained no indication of the date on which they were taken.  When asked for additional information, Superior stated that Grand Supremacy was s
	In short, the substantial evidence on the record of this investigation, as outlined above, demonstrates that Grand Supremacy sourced a large number of kitchen cabinets, accessories, and components from Chinese suppliers during the POI, in particular from Supree, a China-based company, and that Splendid Trading and Superior imported WCVs from Grand Supremacy that incorporated such Chinese-origin products.  Even if the Chinese-origin products underwent further processing at Grand Supremacy, the scope of the A
	Other Issues Raised in Written Arguments 
	Splendid Trading claims that, based on a recent decision by the U.S. Court of International Trade (CIT), a finding of evasion requires both substantial evidence and an explanation of how the importer entered merchandise by means of “false material statements or omissions.” The EAPA regulations define “evasion” as “the entry of covered merchandise into the customs territory of the United States for consumption by means of any document or electronically transmitted data or information, written or oral stateme
	140

	See Splendid Trading Written Arguments at 3-4 (citing Diamond Tools Technology v. United States, Slip Op. 21151 at 10 and 60-62 (CIT 2021)). 
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	name 
	to the merchandise.”  As detailed in the “Analysis” sub-section above, there is substantial evidence on the record of this investigation that covered merchandise was entered into the customs territory of the United States through evasion.  Specifically, there is substantial evidence that Splendid Trading and Superior imported WCVs from Grand Supremacy containing kitchen cabinets, accessories, and components that originated from China.  However, when Splendid Trading and Superior entered the WCVs from Grand 
	141
	142

	Splendid Trading argues that, unlike in Royal Brush v. United States, in which the CBP Attaché’s site visit report described limited manufacturing at the factory in the Philippines, Splendid Trading’s on-site report “shows a detailed description of the equipment at Grand Supremacy’s facility and manufacturing operations were ongoing.” Splendid Trading is referring to the “Initial Factory Investigation Report,” submitted in its supplemental RFI response, which was written by an individual named [ ] based on 
	143
	144

	Referring to the visit to Grand Supremacy’s factory that was recounted in the sworn declaration in the allegations, Splendid Trading and Superior assert that CBP’s failure to disclose business confidential details of the visit (e.g., date of the visit and identity of the person conducting the visit) severely impacted Grand Supremacy’s, Splendid Trading’s, and Superior’s abilities to rebut specific claims regarding the visit. In making this assertion, Splendid Trading cites to language from the Royal Brush l
	145
	146

	See 19 C.F.R. § 165.1. See Splendid Trading CF-28 Responses at RFI-SP #30.8 and RFI-SP #31.10; Splendid Trading RFI Response at Appendix, Appendix 1-SP#004, #0068, #00108, #00166, and #00226; Superior CF-28 Response at RFI Exhibit 43; Vivaldi CF-28 Response at Attachment 1, page 18; and Superior RFI Response at Exhibits RFI-VC #7.1a, #7.2a, and #7.3a. See Splendid Trading Written Arguments at 2 (citing Royal Brush Manufacturing, Inc. v. United States, Slip Op. 21-152 at 4, footnote 7 (CIT 2021)).Id. at 14. 
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	Figure
	Figure

	Actions Taken Pursuant to the Affirmative Determination of Evasion 
	Actions Taken Pursuant to the Affirmative Determination of Evasion 
	In light of CBP’s determination that Splendid Trading entered covered merchandise into the customs territory of the United States through evasion, and pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § 1517(d) and 19 C.F.R. § 165.28, CBP will suspend or continue to suspend the entries subject to this investigation until instructed to liquidate these entries.  For those entries previously extended in accordance with the interim measures, CBP will rate adjust and change those entries to type 03 and continue suspension until instructed 
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	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Brian M. Hoxie Director, Enforcement Operations Division  Trade Remedy Law Enforcement Directorate  CBP Office of Trade 
	 MasterBrand argues that CBP should investigate the non-payment of Section 301 duties by Splendid Trading and Superior. See MasterBrand Written Arguments at 30-32. The EAPA statute authorizes CBP to investigate allegations of evasion of antidumping and countervailing duties. As such, whether Section 301 duties should be collected on Splendid Trading and Superior entries is outside the scope of this investigation.  MasterBrand also argues that, as Superior entered “kitchen cabinets” under an HTS number that 
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